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human epidermis, and may form hapten-protein carrier
complexes that can behave as inmunogens. Alternatively, the
basal cell antibodies might be formed in response to death and
breakdown of basal cells as a result of the accumulation of the
drug or its derivative.
Thus the deposition of immunoglobulin and complement in

drug-induced bullous eruptions at sites identical with those
in the classical bullous dermatoses should stimulate the
investigator to a closer look for the initial site and cause of
metabolic or immunological disturbance that leads to the for-
mation of blisters. We may hope that the drug-induced
mimicry will serve as an experimental model. Moreover, drug
ingestion is an important triggering factor that must be
considered by the clinical dermatologist faced with patients
presenting with bullous eruptions, especially if these are
atypical.
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Audit: aiming high
Deciding whether you are for or against audit is as meaningless
as deciding whether you are for or against research. Just as
most doctors will approve of careful, productive research and
ignore invalid or irrelevant projects so will they welcome good
exercises in audit. Unlike research, however, audit cannot be
confined to a small elite. The results are applicable only to
particular groups at particular times: neither the results
from a neighbouring ward nor your own from last year
necessarily reflect your current efforts, and certainly not those
of others.
Much of the confusion about what audit is and what it is

not was dispelled at a recent well-attended conference organised

by the Royal College of Physicians of London. In the opening
paper Dr P C Reynell from Bradford argued that its purpose
was not to remove the incompetent few but to raise general
standards. As such, audit had to be voluntary; to encourage
participation it had also to be fun, constructive, and non-
threatening; and ultimately it had to be seen to have improved
patient care. He rejected the assertion, often heard, that
audit was something most doctors did already. That was not
true: while necropsies, case conferences, ward meetings, and
mortality analyses were all important, there was more to be
achieved by detailed inspection of daily activities. Nor could
the inspection of training posts by the various royal colleges
be counted as audit: the inspectors had only a limited aim.
Some medical activities were more easily audited than

others. Clinical biochemistry, and indeed most laboratory
medicine, was relatively clear cut, and that was probably why
most laboratories in Britain had been participating in a national
quality assurance programme for many years. Even here there
had been problems, however, as Professor T P Whitehead of
Birmingham explained: at first laboratories had been slow to
act to improve their results; and some laboratories had
refused to join the scheme. Ascending the scale of complexity,
audit was perhaps easier in hospital medicine than in general
practice: the "aims" and problems of hospital medicine were
clearer; "standards" were more uniform; comparisons could
be made more easily with other units; medical records were
often much better kept; and, finally, as Professor Michael
Drury from Birmingham observed, general practitioners
jealously guarded their independence. Within hospital,
surgical practice, which often had a definite endpoint, was
perhaps easier to audit than medical practice: Professor Ian
McColl of Guy's Hospital Medical School was most
enthusiastic about audit on a general surgical ward, while
Professor Paul Turner of St Bartholomew's Hospital saw
considerable difficulties in auditing prescribing. Interestingly,
no psychiatrist had been asked to speak, and it needed a lay
member of a community health council to ask whether
psychiatric practice could be audited. The distinguished
panel, none of them psychiatrists, saw no reason why it
could not be.
No matter what the context, however, the activities to be

audited were much the same. Clinical practice was obviously
top of the list, since mistakes resulted usually not from lack
of knowledge but more from its disordered application.
Administration and organisation were more prime targets,
and increasingly cost effectiveness was something that doctors
had to consider. Finally, doctors were offering a service, and
consumer satisfaction-which was so often a matter of com-
munication between doctor and patient-was important to
audit.
Was there, however, any hard evidence that audit actually

improved patient care? Dr G H Hall, of Exeter, who with
great style played the devil's advocate and argued against
audit, quoted some of the depressing American experiences
where at huge expense great piles of data had been generated
with absolutely no effect. Audit would, he claimed, be
expensive, and results might be taken up and abused by
zealous antidoctor groups. Other speakers mostly disagreed,
arguing that the American experience was irrelevant to
Britain. Thus Dr D A Heath, from Birmingham, had audited
his audit and compared his results with an unaudited control
group. He was able to show considerable improvements in
his unit's records but no changes in investigation or treatment.
The clear mood of the conference was that audit had arrived
and that its intelligent use would raise standards in the 1980s.
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